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PHYSICS OF FLUIDS VOLUME 14, NUMBER 7 JULY 2002
Self-organization of quasi-two-dimensional turbulence in stratified fluids
in square and circular containers

S. R. Maassen, H. J. H. Clercx, and G. J. F. van Heijst
Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, Department of Physics, Eindhoven University of Technology, PO Box 513,
5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands

~Received 9 January 2002; accepted 1 April 2002; published 23 May 2002!

Laboratory experiments on decaying quasi-2D~two-dimensional! turbulence have been performed
in stratified fluids in both square and circular containers. The turbulence was generated by towing
an array of vertical cylinders through the container, which was filled with either a two-layer or a
linearly stratified fluid. By varying the grid configuration a different amount of angular momentum
could be added to the initial flow. The evolution of the flow was visualized by 2D particle tracking
velocimetry. The observed decay scenario has been investigated with emphasis on the evolution of
the kinetic energy and the enstrophy of the horizontal flow, vortex statistics and the angular
momentum of the flow. In particular it is shown that the experiments in both the square and the
circular container support the observations from numerical simulations of decaying 2D turbulence
in bounded domains with no-slip walls. Two striking examples are the experimental observation of
the spontaneous spin-up phenomenon~in the square-container experiments! and the confirmation
that the angular momentum of the flow in the circular-container experiment is better conserved than
the total kinetic energy of the flow. The role of the initial nonzero net angular momentum on the
decay of quasi-2D turbulence is investigated for both geometries and indications for an acceleration
of the self-organization process are presented. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1480263#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, numerical computations of decaying 2D turb
lence in a circular geometry with rigid boundaries by Li a
Montgomery1 have revealed some remarkable results. Fi
these computations showed that, compared to previous s
lations on doubly periodic domains,2 the presence of rigid
~no-slip or stress-free! boundaries alters the decay scena
dramatically. This influence was also observed in a sepa
numerical study of decaying 2D turbulence on a square
main with rigid boundaries by Clercxet al.3 Second, it was
observed that, in the circular case with no-slip boundar
the shape of the final structure depends on whether or no
initial state contained a net nonzero angular momentum. T
computer solution of a fundamental fluid dynamics probl
suggested—perhaps for the first time—an experiment, wh
then confirmed this new physical phenomenon.4 In the
present paper this approach is continued: An experime
study of decaying, quasi-2D turbulence in stratified fluids
square and circular containers is performed and the res
are compared with the numerical simulations of decaying
turbulence in similar geometries~with no-slip boundaries!.

In the past two or three decades, numerical and exp
mental studies on 2D turbulence revealed that the proces
self-organization occurs by means of many complica
vortex interactions, such as the merging phenomenon
scribed by Matthaeus and Montgomery, who reported
the first time on large-scale convection cells in a Navie
Stokes simulation with periodic boundary conditions,5 by
McWilliams6,7 and by Santangeloet al.8 In most numerical
2151070-6631/2002/14(7)/2150/20/$19.00
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studies it was assumed that the vortices are allowed to m
freely on an infinite or periodic plane, and that they are n
hampered by any physical boundary. On the other ha
laboratory experiments are generally performed in contain
with finite dimensions, which are bounded by impermeab
solid walls. In this paper, it is described how the presence
such physical boundaries influences the self-organiza
process in~quasi-!2D turbulent flows. What happens whe
the vortices collide with the wall? How does the geometry
the container influence the shapes of vortices that ‘‘surviv
the self-organization? In particular, much attention is paid
the effects of viscous boundary layers necessary to sa
the no-slip boundary conditions at the container wall. Pre
ous numerical studies have shown that these boundary la
play an active role in the flow dynamics.9,10

From a few numerical studies we have seen that visc
boundary layers play an important role in the decay of
turbulence on a square domain with no-slip boundaries.11–13

The time evolution of these flows differs essentially from t
evolution of 2D turbulence with stress-free or doubly pe
odic boundary conditions. In this paper it will be shown th
viscous boundary layers also dominate the flow evolution
laboratory experiments in stably stratified fluids. First, w
describe a series of experiments performed in a square
tainer. The results are compared with the numerical res
obtained by Clercxet al.11 Secondly, the results of exper
ments in a container with a circular wall are presented. T
results of these experiments are compared with numer
simulations of decaying 2D turbulence on a circular dom
with no-slip boundaries performed by Li and Montgomer1
0 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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2151Phys. Fluids, Vol. 14, No. 7, July 2002 Self-organization of quasi-2D turbulence
and Li, Montgomery, and Jones14,15 ~henceforth referred to
as LMJ!. In all laboratory experiments, an initially smal
scale turbulent flow is created by stirring the fluid with a g
of vertical rods. Similar experiments were performed ear
by Flór in circular, square and rectangular containers.16 How-
ever, in these experiments the forcing was carried out
hand, and the initial condition of the flow was therefore n
well-defined.

Much attention is paid to the time evolution of the n
angular momentum of the flow. In the simulations perform
by LMJ it was observed that, in the circular case with no-s
boundaries, the shape of the final structure depends on
amount of net angular momentum in the initial state. Co
putations with a significant amount of net angular mom
tum in the initial flow field revealed that the flow alway
evolves towards one large central vortex, whereas a ra
unsteady ‘‘dipolar,’’ or even ‘‘quadrupolar’’ structure
emerges in computations with a negligible amount of
angular momentum in the initial state. Furthermore, the
gular momentum appeared to be a more slowly decay
quantity than the total kinetic energy. In square contain
the net angular momentum behaves differently. It was sho
recently with numerical experiments3 that the sudden growth
of this quantity reflects the spontaneous spin-up of a tur
lent flow with an initially zero net angular momentum. Th
growth of the net angular momentum is accompanied by
formation of a rotating tripolar structure or a domain-fillin
monopolar vortex. After spontaneous spin-up has occur
the net angular momentum decays slowly compared to
decay of kinetic energy. The presence of spontaneous spi
of the flow in the square and circular container, respectiv
will be discussed.

The laboratory experiments are focussed on three m
issues:~i! What is the influence of the initial net angula
momentum on the self-organization of the flow in square a
in circular containers?~ii ! Which differences are observe
between experiments in a square container and those
circular container, and is it possible to explain the obser
tions? ~iii ! Do the qualitative evolution of the net angul
momentum and the spatial structure of the quasi-station
states observed in the experiments~in square as well as in
circular containers! confirm the results of numerical simula
tions on decaying 2D turbulence with no-slip boundarie
These questions clearly indicate the somewhat different
proach compared with the studies performed by Yap and
Atta17 and by Finchamet al.18 Yap and van Atta17 focused on
the velocity correlations, length scales, and velocity and v
ticity spectra of stratified turbulence. Additionally, the pre
ence of an inverse energy cascade and the energy dissip
of stratified turbulence is discussed in that paper. Finch
et al.18 were concerned with the energy dissipation and
three-dimensional structure of stratified turbulence. B
studies did not take into account the role of the no-s
boundaries and the geometry of the container.

Many complicated processes play a role in stratified t
bulence, such as the emergence of internal waves and
formation of layered vortex structures at different heights
the stratification, which are still poorly understood.17–21

These experimental difficulties should be kept in mind wh
Downloaded 22 Jan 2010 to 131.155.151.96. Redistribution subject to AI
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interpreting the observations in present investigation~for a
discussion of these issues in relation with present exp
ments, see Maassen22!. The phenomena observed in pure
2D numerical simulations~e.g., the occurrence of spontan
ous spin-up of the flow! can therefore only be investigate
qualitatively in the laboratory experiments discussed belo

II. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The laboratory experiments described in this paper w
performed in perspex containers filled with a stably stratifi
fluid. Two different containers have been used: A square c
tainer with dimensions 1003100330 cm3 ~length3width
3depth! and a circular container with radiusR546 cm and
depth 30 cm. In the experiments the container-in-use w
filled with either a two-layer stratification or a linear stratifi
cation. The two-layer stratification consists of a lower lay
of salt water~with a densityr2 , varying between 1.08 and
1.12 g cm23! and a layer of fresh~tap! water on top~density
r1'1.00 g cm23!. Due to mixing introduced during the fill-
ing of the container and due to molecular diffusion of salt
water, an interfacial layer~with a depth of typically a few
centimeters! is established at the interface between those l
ers. This interfacial layer thickens slowly, on a time scale
days. The average buoyancy frequencyN in the interfacial
layer is given by

N252
g

r0

r12r2

h
, ~1!

with g the gravitational acceleration,h the thickness of the
interfacial layer andr05(r11r2)/2 the average density
within this layer. In some other experiments a linear verti
density gradient was created by filling the container slow
from beneath using the so-called two-bucket method.23 The
buoyancy frequency is defined in a similar way as in~1! with
r1 andr2 the density of the upper and lower layer, respe
tively, andh the total fluid depth.

In order to create an initially disordered flow, the stra
fied fluid was forced by towing a grid of vertical bars fro
one side of the container to the opposite side~similar experi-
ments were performed, for instance, by Lin and Pao,19 Yap
and van Atta17 and Finchamet al.18!. The experimental ar-
rangement is schematically drawn in Fig. 1. A perspex c
tainer filled with a stratified fluid~A! is placed on a table, in
the center of a mechanical construction of aluminum tu
~B!. The two longer sides of this frame are connected b
solid bar ~C!, which can move in one direction along th
aluminum tubes. To produce a quasi-turbulent initial flow
grid of thin parallel, vertical cylindrical rods~each with di-
ameterd53 mm! ~D! is mounted on the horizontal bar~C!
and towed from one side of the container to the oppo
side. The bar and the grid are driven by an electric motor~E!
mounted on one of the short ends of the frame. Speed
displacement of the grid are adjusted on a control panel~F!.
After the forcing has stopped, the grid is removed by ve
cally lifting it out of the fluid. In order to illuminate the flow
at a certain height in the fluid, fluorescent strip lights~G! are
mounted on the two longer sides of the mechanical const
tion. Furthermore, a CCD camera~PAL 25 frames s21, Cohu-
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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4910! is mounted above the container and connected wi
video tape recorder. With a personal computer and
framegrabber the images are digitized to an image resolu
of 5123512 pixels and 8 bit gray level resolution enablin
quantitative flow analysis.

An important parameter in the present experimen
study is the net angular momentum of the initial flow, whi
can be controlled by a suitable arrangement of rods in
grid. In each experiment, the configuration of the grid
represented by a series ofy-coordinates~defined in Fig. 2!
corresponding to the positions of the rods. The grid confi
rations used in the present experiments performed in sq
and circular containers are listed in the Appendix. Using
drag force exerted by the fluid on each rod, the amount of
angular momentumL0 generated in the fluid by a certain gr
can be calculated in advance. The drag force exerted o
cylindrical rod with diameterd and lengthl moving with
constant speedV through a quiescent ambient fluid with de
sity r can serve as a good estimate~assuming negligible
contributions of nonuniformity of the background flow!, and
is given by

FD5 1
2CDrV2ld, ~2!

FIG. 1. Schematic picture of the experimental set-up. A: perspex conta
B: aluminum frame, C: movable solid bar, D: grid, E: electric motor,
control panel, G: fluorescent strip lights.

FIG. 2. Top view of the forcing mechanism. A grid of cylindrical rods~each
with diameterd! moves with constant speedV over a distance a along thex
axis.
Downloaded 22 Jan 2010 to 131.155.151.96. Redistribution subject to AI
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where the appropriate value for the drag coefficientCD is
obtained from the experimental data collected by Blevins24

Since the rods move parallel and with constant speed,
angular momentumL rod induced by one rod~per unit length
and per unit density!, defined with respect to the center of th
domain, is proportional to the torqueT exerted by this force

L rod5
1

r l E0

t

Tdt5
FDyt

r l
5

FDya

r lV
5 1

2CDVyad, ~3!

wheret is the time andt the time duration of the forcing. The
total displacementa is defined in Fig. 2. Since the right-han
side of Eq.~3! is proportional toy, the net angular momen
tum L0 induced on the fluid by the grid can be calculated
adding up the contributions of all rods. Note that, in th
calculation, the contribution of a rod at positiony exactly
cancels the contribution of a rod at position2y. Using a grid
configuration that is symmetric with respect to the liney
50, therefore, results in an initial flow with zero net angu
momentum (L050). In order to avoid such a symmetry, a
initial flow with L050 may be created by using a nonsym
metric grid, in which the rods are arranged such that the s
of their y-coordinates vanishes~see, for example, configura
tions S2 and C2 in the Appendix!.

Although the stratified fluid is forced over its whol
depth, we will only consider the flow evolution at a certa
level in the interface between the two layers of the strat
cation. Underneath and above this interface, the initial thr
dimensional~3D! motions induced by the grid show a rap
decay, whereas within the interfacial layer, the plan
quasi-2D flow decays very slowly. This quasi-2D flow
visualized by small polystyrene particles of density 1.
g cm23, a few millimeters in size. Since the density of the
particles is smaller than the density of the lower~salty! fluid
layer and higher then the upper~fresh! layer, all particles
float at approximately the same level in the interfacial lay
The particles are illuminated from the side by fluoresc
strip lights~see Fig. 1!. During the course of an experimen
the motion of the tracer particles is monitored by a CC
camera mounted at some distance above the container,
the images are stored on a video tape recorder. After
experiment, the Lagrangian trajectories of the tracer partic
are determined using the software packageDigImage, devel-
oped by Dalziel.25 A similar approach is undertaken for ex
periments in linearly stratified fluids.

The particle tracking algorithm used byDigImagecon-
sists of three steps. First, a sequence of images at dis
time intervals is taken from the video tape with a fram
grabber. Second, particle positions are determined in e
image using certain prescribed criteria for size, shape,
brightness of the particles. Finally, the trajectories of the p
ticles are determined by matching their positions at succ
sive time steps. This latter procedure is based on a c
function method.25 Once the particle trajectories have be
obtained, instantaneous velocity fields are calculated by
ing local~time! derivatives of the trajectories. This procedu
results in a set of nongridded velocity vector fields descr
ing the flow evolution. In the present experiments, typica
1000–1500 velocity vectors were found at each time ste

r,
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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2153Phys. Fluids, Vol. 14, No. 7, July 2002 Self-organization of quasi-2D turbulence
In order to compute related quantities such as the vor
ity field and the stream function, the vector fields are int
polated to a regular grid of 40340 mesh points, using cubi
splines as interpolation functions. Although in principle t
vorticity field can be computed analytically from the splin
coefficients, this method gives rise to many spurious err
in the vorticity contour plots, especially when the number
velocity vectors computed in the PTV procedure is lar
~.900!. Therefore, we have chosen to fit the gridded vec
fields, obtained in the experiments in the square contai
with a doubly truncated series of Chebyshev polynomia
~Spline interpolation has been used for the experiments in
circular tank.! The fitting algorithm is a two-dimensional ve
sion of the algorithm proposed by Clenshaw.26 It consists of
an iterative procedure in which the order of the Chebys
expansion is gradually increased in both directions. At e
iteration step, a least square fit of the original vector field
computed. The iteration stops when the standard deviatio
the difference between the original vector field and the
reaches a minimum. Although the algorithm can be app
directly to the nongridded data obtained by PTV, we ha
found that more accurate results are obtained when the
are first interpolated to a regular grid.

III. THE SQUARE CONTAINER

First we describe a series of experiments that are
formed in a square container~horizontal dimensions 100
3100 cm2!. Three experiments were performed in a tw
layer fluid, all others in a linear stratification. It appears th
the type of stratification does not have a substantial influe
on the decay properties of quasi-2D turbulence. The cha
teristic parameters of the experiments performed in a sq
container are listed in Table I.

Let us first briefly summarize the subsequent proces
that take place in a decaying stably stratified turbulent flo
following the models of Rileyet al.20 and Lilly.21 We assume
that the vortices emerging in the wake behind the grid hav
characteristic velocity in the order of the speed of the g
~which is typicallyV515 cm s21! and a characteristic lengt
scalel comparable with the diameterd of the bars in the grid
~typically 0.3 cm!. In the linearly stratified fluid~or in the

TABLE I. Characteristic parameters of the experiments performed i
square container. Re*5Reynolds number,L05initial net angular momen-
tum, N5buoyancy frequency. The grid configurations~fourth column! are
specified in the Appendix.

Number of
experiments Re* uL0u Grid Stratification N (rad s21)

1 2000 0 S1 linear 1.6
1 4000 0 S1 linear 1.6
1 5000 0 S1 linear 1.6
3 5000 0 S2 two-layer 2.7
1 2000 0.4 S3 linear 1.6
1 3000 0.4 S3 linear 1.6
1 4000 0.4 S3 linear 1.6
1 2000 0.6 S4 linear 1.6
1 3000 0.7 S4 linear 1.6
1 4000 0.7 S4 linear 1.6
Downloaded 22 Jan 2010 to 131.155.151.96. Redistribution subject to AI
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interfacial layer of the two-layer fluid!, the initial Froude
number of the fluid, defined as Fr5V/(Nl), is Fr'25. This
means that the buoyancy term in the Boussinesq equa
can be neglected and the initial flow in the linear stratific
tion can be considered as approximately 3D. However, as
kinetic energy associated with these 3D eddies is rap
dissipated, the Froude number drops to values of order
within a few seconds~see, e.g., Rileyet al.20 and Riley and
Lelong27!. In the first measured velocity field~usually 10 s
after the forcing has stopped!, the average horizontal velocit
is approximately 1 cm s21 and the horizontal length scale o
the vortices is typically a few cm, yielding a Froude numb
Fr'0.1. ~It would be more useful to compute the Froud
number based on the vertical velocity and the vertical len
scale, but this information could not be obtained nor e
mated from the experiments.! This low Froude number indi-
cates that the effects of stratification dominate the flow e
lution. In this regime, the turbulent flow collapses towards
quasi-2D flow, in which velocities in the vertical directio
are negligible compared with the typical velocities in t
horizontal plane.20,27 This quasi-2D flow is characterized b
the formation of pancake-like vortices, which show a slo
decay. Simultaneously, part of the kinetic energy of the ini
3D motions is converted into potential energy, thus lead
to the generation of internal waves. Although the interact
between internal waves and quasi-2D flow is not complet
understood,27 we assume that these interactions are ne
gible for the present analysis, which from now on only co
siders the quasi-2D vortex flow.

In order to facilitate a comparison of our experimen
with the numerical simulations presented in Ref. 11, the R
nolds number of the flow is defined as Re*5WU/n, with W
the half width of the container,U the root-mean-squared ve
locity of the initial flow field, andn the kinematic viscosity
of water.@Strictly speaking, the kinematic viscosityn of the
fluid depends on the salinity of the fluid. However, for th
salt concentrations that are used in the present experimenn
varies only a few percent. Therefore, we assume than
51022 cm2 s21 ~the kinematic viscosity of water at 20 °C! in
all experiments.# Throughout this section, all variables a
made dimensionless by using the length scaleW and the
eddy-turnover timeW/U. The value forU is obtained from
the first measured velocity field, which usually correspon
to the flow field at 10 seconds after the forcing has stopp
Due to inaccuracies of the particle tracking system and
applied interpolation method, the computed value ofU con-
tains an error of approximately 10%. Furthermore, at t
early stage of the evolution, the flow may still be affected
3D turbulent motions. Altogether, the error in the estima
value of Re* is of the order of 15%. In the present expe
ments, 2000&Re*&5000. However, in a stably stratifie
fluid the dissipation of kinetic energy is dominated by ver
cal shearing17,18 and the effective Reynolds number relat
to the measured quasi-2D flow is therefore much sma
than Re*. The Reynolds number based on the typical towi
speed of the grid (V.15 cm s21) and the average spacing o
the grid rods (M.4 cm) yields: Re5VM/n.6000. The Rey-
nolds number in the experiments by Yap and van Atta17 and

a
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FIG. 3. Streak images of an experiment withL0'0 in a square container. The tails of the streaks represent the displacements of tracer particles du
interval of ~a! and ~b! 0.1, ~c! and ~d! 0.2, and~e! and ~f! 4 dimensionless time units.
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by Finchamet al.,18 defined as Re5VM/v, are Re.5000 and
700&Re&12000, respectively.

The total kinetic energyE is defined as

E~ t !5
1

2 E
21

1 E
21

1

@u2~x,y,t !1v2~x,y,t !#dxdy, ~4!

with u and v the x and y components, respectively, of th
measured horizontal velocity field. The angular moment
of the flow, defined with respect to the center of the co
tainer, is

L~ t !5E
21

1 E
21

1

@xv~x,y,t !2yu~x,y,t !#dxdy

52E
21

1 E
21

1

c~x,y,t !dxdy, ~5!

with the stream functionc defined as:u5]c/]y and
v52]c/]x. On a bounded domain with stationary no-s
walls ~thus with zero circulation of the flow in the domainD!
the time rate of change ofL can be expressed as

dL

dt
5

1

r R
]D

pr•ds1
1

Re R
]D

v~r•n̂!ds, ~6!

where n̂ is the unit vector normal to the boundary andds
denotes the length of an infinitesimal elementds of the
boundary]D.

A. Spatial flow evolution

The streak images displayed in Fig. 3 indicate the glo
Downloaded 22 Jan 2010 to 131.155.151.96. Redistribution subject to AI
-

l

evolution of an experiment with initially zero net angul
momentum in a linear stratification with buoyancy frequen
N'1.6 rad s21 and Re*55000. In this experiment we move
the grid from right to left. As a first observation, note th
one vortex dominates the final flow structure in this expe
ment. Figure 3~a! was taken a few seconds after the grid h
been removed from the container. The horizontal jets in t
photograph are due to a nonuniform distribution of rods
the grid ~see the Appendix!. The rods were arranged in fiv
groups, each consisting of five rods with mutual distances
2 cm, and two adjacent groups of rods were separated
‘‘gap’’ of about 10 cm ~grid S1!. When the grid is towed
through the fluid, these gaps result in the backward jets
ible in Fig. 3~a!. Note that in the square geometry the rods
the grid move parallel to the walls of the container, and
forcing covers the whole area of the fluid.

Figure 4 displays the decay of the total kinetic ener
and the total enstrophy of the experiment shown in Fig.
normalized by their initial values. Comparing these curv
with the decay of kinetic energy observed in numerical sim
lations with approximately the same value of the Reyno
number, it can be concluded that the quasi-2D experime
flow decays much faster than the purely 2D simulated flo
The enhanced energy dissipation in the experiments
mainly due to vertical shearing between different layers
the stratification.17,18 The decay rates of kinetic energy ob
tained from laboratory experiments with Re*'5000 are of
the same order as those computed in numerical simulat
with Re'1500–2000.11 Based on this observation we es
mate that, for the present experiments, the decay times o
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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2155Phys. Fluids, Vol. 14, No. 7, July 2002 Self-organization of quasi-2D turbulence
experiment with Reynolds number Re* are comparable with
the decay times of a numerical simulation with Reyno
number Re'0.4Re* . A more extensive discussion of the e
ergy dissipation in stratified grid turbulence is presented
Sec. III B.

Figures 5 and 6 show the time evolution of the vortic

FIG. 4. Normalized kinetic energyE/E0 and normalized enstrophyV/V0

plotted logarithmically versus dimensionless time for the experiment sh
in Fig. 3 ~square container,L0'0!.
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n

field and the stream function, respectively, of the same
periment as shown in Fig. 3. The vorticity is calculated fro
the nongridded velocity vectors following the procedure d
scribed in Sec. II. The stream function is calculated direc
from the interpolated vorticity field by solving the Poisso
equation¹2c52v with c50 at the boundaries of the con
tainer. In Fig. 5~a! the small vortices induced by the forcin
mechanism are clearly ordered in ‘‘streets’’ of vortices of t
same sign. Most likely, these vortices are the result of a sh
instability in the backwards moving jets, which occur in th
gaps of the moving grid. Note that this initial condition
different from the well-known Von Ka´rmán vortex street
emerging by shedding of vortices behind a moving cylind
The vortices that are shed from the cylindrical rods hav
size comparable with the diameter of the grid~3 mm.0.015
W!, and are not visible in the displayed pictures. In Figs. 5~b!
and 6~a! the ordered structure has disappeared, and the
tices move freely through the domain. Some vortices fo
dipolar structures, whereas others are torn apart by neigh
ing vortices. Two opposite-signed vortices in the upper a
lower right corners of the domain are considerably stron
than the other vortices@Figs. 5~b! and 5~c!#. These vortices
form a dipole which moves from right to left in Figs. 5~d!
and 5~e!. However, negative vorticity created near the low
boundary gradually rolls up into a new vortex, and a tripo
structure is formed att'30 @Figs. 5~e! and 6~c!#. This tripo-
lar structure rotates about 45 degrees betweent'30 andt
'50. Fort*50 the flow is dominated by viscous decay.

n

olid
FIG. 5. Vorticity contour plots of the same experiment as in Fig. 3~square container,L0'0!. Dashed contours represent negative values of vorticity, and s
contours represent positive values. The contour level increment is~a! 5, ~b! 1.5, ~c! 0.5, ~d! 0.45, ~e! 0.1, and~f! 0.05.
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 6. Stream function contour plots of the same experiment as in Figs. 3 and 5~square container,L0'0!. Dashed contours represent negative stre
function values, and solid contours represent positive values. The contour level increment is~a! 0.02, ~b! 0.008, and~c! 0.004.
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The formation of a rotating tripolar structure from a
initially disordered flow with zero net angular momentu
indicates that the flow has acquired a net amount of ang
momentum during its decay. This spontaneous spin-up p
nomenon has recently been predicted numerically~for
Re<2000, see Ref. 3, and for 5000<Re<20 000, see Ref
28!. Spontaneous spin-up of the flow is demonstrated in F
7~a!, which displays the time evolution of the dimensionle
net angular momentum for the experiment shown in Figs
and 6. The large fluctuations during the first few eddy tu
over times are partly due to experimental errors, partly du
the emergence of internal waves, and partly due to the
ation and detachment of viscous boundary layers@see also
Fig. 7~b! where the large fluctuations fort&20 are predomi-
nantly due to boundary layer detachment#. After about 25
eddy turnover times the angular momentum starts sudd
to increase up toL50.08 att'30. @The net angular momen
tum of the same amount of fluid with the same energyE(t
530)50.02 isLsb50.33.# This event coincides with the for
mation of the tripolar structure in Figs. 5~e! and 6~c!.

In order to discriminate between the coherent vor
cores and the cascading turbulent background, McWillia
used the Weiss functionQ, defined as29
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, ~7!

with v the vorticity andSa measure of the rate of strain in
particular area of the flow:S252det(¹v1¹vT). Regions
with Q,0 are rotation-dominated (v.S) and have an ellip-
tic or neutral character: Two fluid particles initially near ea
other in an elliptic region will stay close together. In regio
whereQ.0 the flow is strain-dominated (v,S) and has a
hyperbolic or turbulent character: The distance between
fluid particles in these regions increases exponentially
time. Vortex cores are found in regions withQ,0, that are
surrounded by rings withQ.0. In these latter areas, grad
ents of vorticity tend to grow and form long thin filaments
vorticity. Therefore, the turbulent enstrophy cascade is m
active in regions with maximumQ ~in the vicinity of vorti-
ces! and is excluded from the vortex cores~in which Q,0!.

In Fig. 8 we have plotted some contours of the We
functionQ for the experiment shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Sna
shots ofQ are shown fort51, 6, 12, and 36. Dashed con
FIG. 7. ~a! Dimensionless net angular momentum versus dimensionless time for the experiment shown in Figs. 3–6~square container,L0'0!. ~b! Angular
momentumL plotted versus dimensionless timet for two typical runs with Re52000 showing spontaneous spin-up.
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2157Phys. Fluids, Vol. 14, No. 7, July 2002 Self-organization of quasi-2D turbulence
FIG. 8. Weiss function@see Eq.~7!# contour plots of the
same experiment as in Figs. 5 and 6~square container,
L0'0!. Dashed contours represent hyperbolic regio
(Q.0) and solid contours represent elliptic region
(Q,0). The contour level increment is~a! 25, ~b! 2.5,
~c! 1.25, and~d! 0.25 for the dashed contours and~a!
50, ~b! 5, ~c! 2.5, and~d! 5 for the solid contours.
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tours represent hyperbolic, or strain-dominated, regionsQ
.0), and elliptic, or vorticity-dominated, regions are d
noted by solid contours (Q,0). Comparing the pictures o
Figs. 5 and 8 at equal times clearly shows that elliptic
gions are found in the vortex cores, whereas the visc
boundary layers are always found in strain-dominated
gions. This latter property explains the detachment of v
cous boundary layers, as is illustrated, for instance, near
lower part of the right wall in Figs. 5~c! and 8~b! and near the
upper part of the left wall in Figs. 5~e! and 8~d!. Further-
more, the rotation-dominated regions have a circular or
liptical shape. Comparing these observations with the W
function contour plots shown in Ref. 11 clearly indicat
that, as expected, the~no-slip! experimental flows evolve in a
similar way as flows in simulations with no-slip bounda
conditions, and that their spatial evolution deviates stron
from simulations with stress-free or with periodic bounda
conditions.

B. Ensemble averaging and vortex statistics

Several experiments withL0'0 have been carried ou
with different values of Re* ~see Table I!. First, we have
investigated how the strength of the stratification influen
the global decay processes of grid turbulence in a squ
container. Experiments performed by Yap and van Att17

in two-layer fluids showed that a stronger stratification e
hances dissipation due to vertical shearing, but it also s
presses vertical motions, thus enhancing the tw
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dimensionality of the flow at the interface. In additio
Fincham et al.18 directly measured the various terms th
contribute to the total energy dissipation rateĖ[dE/dt in a
linear stratification. These authors showed thatĖ'ez

1e2D , with ez the dissipation due to vertical shearing of th
horizontal velocity, defined by

ez52
1

ReED
F S ]u

]zD 2

1S ]v
]zD 2Gdxdy

'2
2

ReED
S ]u

]zD 2

dxdy, ~8!

ande2D the dissipation due to horizontal strain, defined b

e2D52
1

ReED
F S ]u

]y
1

]v
]xD 2

1S ]u

]x
2

]v
]y D 2Gdxdy52

2V

Re
.

~9!

~Note that Finchamet al.18 use a different notation.! They
concluded that approximately 80% of the total dissipation
due to vertical shearing (ez), wherease2D522V/Re ac-
counts for less than 20% of the total energy dissipation.

Figure 9 shows the average decay of the normalized
netic energyE/E0 @Fig. 9~a!# and the normalized enstroph
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 9. Log-log plots of~a! the normalized kinetic energy and~b! the normalized enstrophy, both versus dimensionless time~square container,L0'0!. The
open symbols represent ensemble averages obtained from three experiments in a strong stratification (N52.7 rad s21); the filled symbols correspond to a
experiment in a weak stratification (N51.6 rad s21).
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V/V0 @Fig. 9~b!# of three experiments performed in a stra
fication with buoyancy frequencyN'2.7 rad s21 ~dots! and
one experiment withN'1.6 rad s21 ~squares!, both with
Re*55000. ~The experiments withN'2.7 rad s21 con-
cerned two-layer stratified fluids and the experiment withN
'1.6 rad s21 a linearly stratified fluid. The type of stratifica
tion does not have a substantial influence on the decay p
erties of quasi-2D turbulence.! The experimental data for th
normalized energy and enstrophy were fitted with pow
laws E}ta and V}tb, respectively. As a result, we foun
a521.460.2 andb521.760.2 for the experiments in a
strong stratification (N'2.7 rad s21), anda521.060.1 and
b521.560.2 for the experiment in a weaker stratificatio
(N'1.6 rad s21). Dissipation of kinetic energy is obviousl
more effective in experiments with a stronger stratificatio
as was also found by Yap and van Atta,17 whereas the dissi
pation rates of enstrophy are almost the same in the
cases.
Downloaded 22 Jan 2010 to 131.155.151.96. Redistribution subject to AI
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In Fig. 10 we have plotted the time derivative of th
normalized kinetic energy, together with the normalized d
sipation rate due to horizontal strain, defined ase2D /E0

522V/(Re*E0), for the ensemble averages obtained fro
three experiments in a strong stratification@N52.7 rad s21,
Fig. 10~a!# and one experiment in a weak stratification~N
51.6 rad s21, Fig. 10~b!#. The lines forĖ/E0 are estimated
from the data for the normalized kinetic energy plotted
Fig. 9~a!. For N51.6 rad s21 and N52.7 rad s21 we obtain
Ė/E0}t22.0 and Ė/E0}t22.4, respectively. The normalized
values ofĖ ande2D plotted in Fig. 10 are of the same orde
as the values of these quantities obtained by Finchamet al.18

Following these authors, we conclude that the energy di
pation in the present experiments is indeed dominated
vertical shear.

Considering all experiments withL0'0 in a square con-
tainer, spontaneous spin-up of the flow was observed in
FIG. 10. Normalized total energy decay rateĖ/E0 ~continuous lines! and normalized dissipation due to horizontal sheare2D /E0522V/(Re*E0) ~dots! both
plotted versus time for~a! the ensemble averages obtained from three experiments in a strong stratification (N52.7 rad s21) and~b! one experiment in a weak
stratification (N51.6 rad s21). The lines forĖ/E0 are estimated from the data plotted in Fig. 9~a! ~square container,L0'0!.
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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2159Phys. Fluids, Vol. 14, No. 7, July 2002 Self-organization of quasi-2D turbulence
experiments with a weak stratification (N'1.6 rad s21), and
only in one experiment with a stronger stratification (N
'2.7 rad s21). Our interpretation is that in experiments wi
N'2.7 rad s21 the effective Reynolds number decreases
rapidly due to vertical shear, that nonlinear processes suc
spontaneous spin-up are suppressed by viscous dissipa
The absolute value of the normalized net angular momen
uL/Lsb(t)u is plotted in Fig. 11 of several experiments wi
L0'0 ~dashed and dashed–dotted lines!, whereLsb is the
angular momentum of the same amount of fluid with to
kinetic energyE(t) in solid-body rotation. The dashed
dotted line corresponds to an experiment withN
'2.7 rad s21, the dashed lines represent experiments w
N'1.6 rad s21. ~The solid lines correspond to experimen
with L0Þ0 which are discussed in Sec. III C.! Although the
maximum absolute value of the net angular momentum
generally lower than the spin-up amplitude observed in

FIG. 11. Normalized net angular momentumL/Lsb(t) for several experi-
ments performed in a square container withL0'0 ~dashed and dashed
dotted lines! and uL0u.0 ~solid lines!. The dashed–dotted line correspon
to an experiment withN'2.7 rad s21; dashed and solid lines represent e
periments withN'1.6 rad s21.
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merical simulations~see Ref. 11, Fig. 8!, a moderate increas
of angular momentum is observed in all experiments in
square container withL0'0.

One would expect that, after performing a large numb
of experiments, both positive and negative monopo
emerge from statistically equivalent initial conditions. How
ever, we have found that repeating a certain experiment
or three times~using the same grid configuration! always
resulted in a vortex of the same sign, even for different v
ues of Re* . This ‘‘bias’’ in the experiments is most likely
introduced just after the forcing, when the grid is lifted out
the fluid by hand. On the other hand, the number of exp
ments is too low to draw any significant statistical conc
sions. It is important to stress that such a bias is not pre
in the numerical simulations presented in Refs. 3 and
approximately half of the runs showing spontaneous spin
evolves towards a positive monopole and in the other hal
the runs a negative monopole is formed.

In order to make a more quantitative comparison b
tween experiments and simulations, one would like to cal
late ensemble averages of quantities such as the
V(t)/E(t), representing an inverse average sizel of the
vortices (l.2pWAE/V), and the average number of vo
ticesV(t), as was done for numerical simulations by Cler
et al.11,13However, in most experiments either Re* or N was
varied, and thus no relevant averages could be calcula
Only one small ensemble of three experiments was availa
for this purpose, in whichN'2.7 rad s21 and Re*'5000.
Figure 12 displays the ensemble averages ofV(t)/E(t) @Fig.
12~a!# andV(t) @Fig. 12~b!# as a function of time for these
three experiments. Both curves show a power law beha
for several decades, withV/E}t20.560.1 and V}t20.560.1.
Similar power law fits could be made for the individual e
periments.

The decay exponents found in Figs. 12~a! and 12~b! do
not differ considerably from the values obtained by Hans
et al.30 from laboratory experiments in magnetically force
electrolytes, which are:V/E}t20.4760.06 andV}t20.7060.01.
Recently, Clercx and Nielsen13 performed numerical simula
tions of decaying 2D turbulence on a square domain w
FIG. 12. Log-log plots of~a! the average ratioV/E and ~b! the average number of vorticesV, both versus the dimensionless timet. The data are based on
ensemble averages of three experiments withN'2.7 rad s21 and Re*'5000 ~square container,L0'0!.
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 13. Vorticity contour plots of an experiment with Re*54000 anduL0u50.4 in a square container. Dashed contours represent negative values of vo
and solid contours represent positive values. The contour level increment is~a! 2.5, ~b! 0.4, and~c! 0.05.
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no-slip boundary conditions, using an initial condition whi
is close to the experimental situation studied by Han
et al.30 Different Reynolds numbers have been consider
Re51000, 2000, 5000, 10 000, and 20 000. The runs w
Re<2000 revealed similar scaling behavior as in the exp
ments by Hansenet al.:30 V/E}t20.5 andV}t20.7. Note that
also in our experiments the Reynolds numbers is in the ra
500–2000. The simulations with Re>5000 indicated a sub
stantial deviation of the scaling exponents from the exp
mentally observed values. Only the late-time decay sta
when the kinetic energy of the flow has decreased subs
tially, it appears thatV/E}t20.5 andV}t20.7.

C. Experiments with initially nonzero angular
momentum

Although the spontaneous spin-up observed in exp
ments with L0'0 is less pronounced than in numeric
simulations with no-slip boundaries, the net angular mom
tum decreases slowly after the~weak! spin-up has occurred
The question arises how the flow evolves when a net amo
of angular momentum is already present in the initial flo
This issue is investigated in six experiments~with buoyancy
frequencyN'1.6 rad s21! in which the rods of the grid were
arranged in such a way that the initial forcing induced a
angular momentum to the flow~see Table I!. Three experi-
Downloaded 22 Jan 2010 to 131.155.151.96. Redistribution subject to AI
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ments have been performed withuL0u'0.4 and three with
uL0u'0.6 @calculated using Eq.~3!#, with Reynolds numbers
Re*'2000, Re*'3000 and Re*'4000, respectively. The
average decay of the total kinetic energy during these exp
ments can be fitted with a power lawE}ta, wherea520.9
60.1. For the average decay of enstrophy we foundV}tb

with b521.560.2. These values fora andb are comparable
with the average decay exponents found in the experim
with L0'0 andN51.6 rad s21 ~see Fig. 9!.

Figures 13 and 14 show a few snapshots of the vortic
and the stream function, respectively, of an experiment w
uL0u50.4 and Re*'4000 at dimensionless timest50.5, 5,
and 55. From this experiment it can be concluded tha
large-scale vortex starts to dominate the flow att'1. At
t'10 this vortex forms a triangular-shaped structure~sur-
rounded by three smaller vortices of opposite sign!, which
rotates in clockwise direction. An almost perfectly circul
monopole with a negative core surrounded by a ring of po
tive vorticity is formed att'55. The scatter plot ofv versus
c corresponding to this final monopole is drawn in Fi
15~a!. The peak in this graph corresponds to the interior
the vortex. The sharpv-c-relationship in this region indi-
cates that the monopolar structure is approximately stat
ary. The~almost! linear shape of thev-c-relation is in agree-
ment with the results reported by Flo´r16 and van de
tion
FIG. 14. Stream function contour plots of the same experiment as in Fig. 13~square container,uL0u50.4!. Dashed contours represent negative stream func
values, and solid contours represent positive values. The contour level increment is~a! 0.02, ~b! 0.01, and~c! 0.004.
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 15. Scatter plot ofv versusc corresponding to~a! the monopolar vortex shown in Figs. 13~c! and 14~c! ~square container,uL0u50.4!, and~b! to the
late-time state shown in Fig. 5~f! ~square container,L0'0!.
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Konijnenberget al.,31 who observed the appearance of
almost linearv-c-relation in either rake-forced or jet-force
stratified flow in a square container. A similarv-c-profile
was observed by Boubnovet al.32 in the free decay of a
stably stratified flow that was initially forced by an arrang
ment of sources and sinks around the perimeter of the c
tainer.

The v-c-plot of the experiments withL0'0 ~see con-
tour plots in Figs. 3, 5, and 6! is shown in Fig. 15~b!. Note
that thev-c scatter plot is computed after the spontaneo
spin-up has occurred (t'72). The difference between th
two cases is striking and due to the larger self-organiz
capability of flows containing large amounts of angular m
mentum. The organization into larger vortices occurs o
much shorter time scale when the initial flow field contain
certain amount of angular momentum. This property
nicely illustrated by the normalized net angular moment
depicted in Fig. 11~solid lines!: In the experiments withL0

Þ0 a larger value of the normalized angular momentum
reached on a shorter time scale. In Fig. 16~a! the non-
Downloaded 22 Jan 2010 to 131.155.151.96. Redistribution subject to AI
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normalized dimensionless values of the net angular mom
tum are plotted versus time for the six experiments withL0

Þ0. In this figure the absolute value of the angular mom
tum decreases strongly during the first few eddy turno
times. One might expect that this fast decay is due to
damping or vertical shearing in the experiments. Howeve
comparison of these results with the observations from
merical simulations of a purely 2D flow reveals that th
hypothesis does not hold. In Fig. 16~b! the net angular mo-
mentum is plotted versus time for a set of numerical simu
tions with Re51000. The initial conditions of these simula
tions are constructed according to the procedure describe
Ref. 11, but the random coefficients of the initial veloci
field are chosen in such a way that the flow contains a
nonzero angular momentum. By comparing Figs. 16~a! and
16~b! we see that the fast decrease of angular momentum
the initial few eddy turnover times of the simulations is
the same order as in the experiments. This means that
effect is probably due to strong dissipation in the bound
layers, which slows down the net large-scale rotation of
FIG. 16. Dimensionless net angular momentum versus dimensionless time for~a! six experiments in a square container withL0Þ0 and~b! five numerical runs
on a square domain with no-slip boundaries, Re51000 andL0Þ0.
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FIG. 17. Log–log plots of~a! the average ratioV/E and~b! the average number of vorticesV, both versus the dimensionless timet. The data are based o
ensemble averages of six experiments in a square container withL0Þ0.
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flow. After this transient stage, the angular momentum in
simulations decays more slowly than in the experiments
can be inferred from Figs. 16~a! and 16~b!. This difference is
most likely due to the strong vertical shearing in the expe
ments, as discussed in Sec. III B.

It was found that the decay properties such as the n
ber of vorticesV(t) and the ratioV(t)/E(t) satisfy approxi-
mately the same power laws for all experiments withL0

Þ0, although the values of Re* and L0 were different for
each experiment. Nevertheless, some indications are pre
supporting the conjecture that runs withL0.0 yield a some-
what faster self-organization of the decaying turbulent flo
Figure 17 shows a log–log plot of the average ra
V(t)/E(t) @see Fig. 17~a!# and the average number of vort
cesV(t) @see Fig. 17~b!# for the six experiments with non
zeroL0 . The curve in Fig. 17~a! can be fitted with a powe
law V/E}t20.660.1. This power law is comparable~although
with a slightly larger exponent! with the power law forV/E
obtained from experiments withL0'0 ~cf. Fig. 12!. How-
ever, one should be very careful with this comparison, si
these experiments withL0'0 were performed in a much
stronger stratification. Figure 17~b! contains a log–log plot
of the averaged number of vortices. Two ranges with diff
ent power laws are found in this case:V}t20.560.1 for t
&10 andV}t21.060.1 for t*10. The value for the first stag
(t&10) is similar to the power law found for experimen
with L0'0 ~Fig. 12!. Apparently, the net large-scale rotatio
of the system of small vortices which is observed during t
stage~Figs. 13 and 14! does not considerably influence th
decay properties of vortex statistics in these experime
The steep decrease ofV at t*10 reflects the faster organiza
tion of flows with finiteL0 compared with the experiments i
which L0'0.

Combining the experimental and numerical results w
L0'0 andL0Þ0 it might be tempting to draw the following
conclusion. A particular optimal valueL0,opt of the initial
angular momentum exists that suppresses enhanced dec
L ~observed whenL0*L0,opt! and prevents spontaneou
spin-up of the flow~observed whenL0&L0,opt!. It might,
therefore, be expected that the self-organization proces
Downloaded 22 Jan 2010 to 131.155.151.96. Redistribution subject to AI
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most efficient forL0;L0,opt, because then a balance exis
between production and destruction of angular moment
The flow consists then of a shielded rotating vortex in t
interior of the domain without producing too many sma
scale vortices in the boundary layers.

IV. LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS IN A CIRCULAR
CONTAINER

A second series of experiments has been performed
circular container with a diameter of 92 cm. The Reyno
number of this quasi-2D flow is defined as Re*5RU/n, with
R the radius of the container,U the root-mean-squared ve
locity of the initial flow field, andn the kinematic viscosity
of the fluid. Using similar arguments as in Sec. III the err
in the estimated value of Re* is of the order of 15%.

In the present experiments, Re* is approximately 5000
~the actually measured value differs in each experiment!, but
the effective Reynolds number related to the measu
quasi-2D flow is much smaller than Re* ~see Sec. III A!. In
the experiments performed in a circular container, the ene
decays approximately 80% within 30 eddy turnover tim
This decay rate is of the same order as the decay rat
kinetic energy observed in the numerical simulations
LMJ. Therefore, we assume that the ‘‘effective’’ Reynol
number of the laboratory experiments described in this s
tion is comparable with the Reynolds numbers used in
numerical simulations by LMJ~which vary from 700 to
1250!.

Throughout this section, all variables are made dim
sionless using the length scaleR and the eddy-turnover time
t5R/U. Using polar coordinatesr5(r ,u), the net angular
momentumL, defined with respect to the center of the d
main, and the total kinetic energyE are defined as

L5E
0

1E
0

2p

k̂•~r3v!rdrdu, ~10!

E5
1

2 E0

1E
0

2p

uvu2rdrdu. ~11!
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It is worthwhile to emphasize that, on a circular doma
both L andE are exactly conserved in the case of vanish
viscosity. Conservation of energy is easily understood
realizing that dE/dt522nV→0 for vanishing viscosity
~assuming thatV}n2g with g,1!. The conservation ofL
can be verified by putting 1/Re50 andr•ds50 in Eq. ~6!.
The conditionr]Dpr•ds50 corresponds to the fact that no
mal stresses acting on the fluid at the circular boundary
not induce a torque relative to the center of the domain
the presence of viscosity, the decay rate ofL on a circular
domain with radius 1 and no-slip boundaries can be
pressed as

dL

dt
5

1

ReE0

2p

v~1,u!du, ~12!

with v~1,u! the vorticity at the boundary of the container.

A. Spatial flow evolution

Several experiments have been performed in a circ
container with different values of Re* and L0 . Some char-
acteristic parameters of the performed experiments are li
in Table II. Figure 18 shows contour plots of the strea

TABLE II. Characteristic parameters of the experiments performed i
circular container. Re*5Reynolds number,L05initial net angular momen-
tum, N5buoyancy frequency. The grid configurations~fourth column! are
specified in the Appendix.

Number of
experiments Re* uL0u Grid Stratification N (rad s21)

1 5000 0 C1 two-layer 2.7
2 5000 0 C2 two-layer 2.7
1 4000 0 C2 linear 2.7
1 4000 0.20 C3 two-layer 2.7
1 4000 0.37 C4 two-layer 2.7
1 4000 0.35 C4 linear 2.7
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function of a typical experiment with approximately ze
initial net angular momentum (L0'0) at dimensionless
timest51, 5, 10, 20, 40, and 80, respectively. Figure 18~a! is
taken soon after the forcing was stopped. At this stage
small vortices, which are formed in the wake of the rod
have already started to evolve according to the usual be
ior of 2D turbulence: like-signed vortices merge, opposite
signed vortices form dipoles, and all vortices grow in size.
t'1 less than ten vortices of different strength and size
left.

The two strong vortices in the right part of the contain
@Fig. 18~a!# form a dipolar structure att'5 @Fig. 18~b!#,
which moves to the left side of the container, where it pus
against the wall@Figs. 18~c! and 18~d!#. Owing to the no-slip
boundary condition, thin boundary layers are formed,
which the shear flow has oppositely signed vorticity. Sub
quently, these filamentary vorticity patches are advec
away from the boundary, into the interior. As a result, tw
new vortices are gradually being formed just behind the la
dipole @Fig. 18~d!#. Together with the ‘‘old’’ dipole, these
new vortices form an asymmetric, quadrupolar struct
@Fig. 18~e!#. The two vortices in the lower left part of th
container increase in size and strength, until they form a n
domain-filling dipole att'80 @Fig. 18~f!#.

The experiment shown in Fig. 18 has been repeated
eral times. All experiments show a tendency to form dipo
structures, which move to the wall, push against it, and fo
two new vortices at the rear, but the particular time evolut
is different in each experiment. Since dipoles and asymm
ric quadrupoles are formed alternatingly, the flow does
reach a clear ‘‘final’’ quasi-stationary state. This observat
is confirmed by the vorticity fields plotted in Figs. 19~a! and
19~b! for the same experiment as shown in Fig. 18 att540
andt580, respectively. The corresponding scatter plots ov
versusc are plotted in Fig. 20. Unfortunately, the experime
tal scatter in the vorticity is quite large, and it was not po

a

ri-
-
nd
ur
FIG. 18. Stream function contour plots of an expe
ment with L0'0 in a circular container. Dashed con
tours represent negative stream function values, a
solid contours represent positive values. The conto
level increment is~a! 0.02,~b!–~d! 0.01,~e! 0.008, and
~f! 0.004.
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FIG. 19. Vorticity contour plots of the late-time state
emerging in the experiment shown in Fig. 18~circular
container,L0'0!. Dashed contours represent negati
values of vorticity, and solid contours represent positi
values. The contour level increment is~a! 0.5 and
~b! 0.1.
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sible to obtain clear vorticity plots for the experiments in
circular container at earlier stages of the flow evolution~the
data fitting scheme described in Sec. III is based on a Che
shev expansion in two directions and is therefore not ap
cable to a circular domain!. In spite of the experimental er
rors, the shape of thev-c-plots drawn in Figs. 20~a! and
20~b! suggests that there is no functional relationship
tweenv andc. The vorticity plots presented in Fig. 19 sho
a striking similarity with the late-time vorticity plots ob
tained by LMJ from numerical simulations of decaying 2
turbulence in a circular container with no-slip boundary co
ditions. As an example, Fig. 21 shows the vorticity plo
obtained from a simulation by Liet al.15 with Re5707, after
t530 and t5100 eddy turnover times, respectively. Th
v-c-plot corresponding to the field in Fig. 21~a! is plotted in
Fig. 22. We remark that the outer branches of thev-c-plots
drawn in Figs. 20 and 22 show a tendency to become lin

The decay of kinetic energy obtained from the expe
ment shown in Fig. 18 is plotted in Fig. 23~filled symbols!.
This picture suggests the existence of two regimes in wh
the energy decays according to a power law: Fitting the
perimental data with the curveE}ta, we finda520.560.1
for t&10 anda521.460.2 for t*10. The kinetic energy of
3D turbulent motions in the first few seconds of decay
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stratified turbulence is partly converted into potential ene
associated with internal waves. At later times, this poten
energy may partly be converted back into kinetic ener
This latter mechanism could explain the temporarily d
creased dissipation rate att&10. However, one should b
careful with this conclusion, since this phenomenon was
observed clearly in the experiments on decaying strati
turbulence in a square container and comparable value
N(N'2.7) ~cf. Fig. 9, open symbols!. For t*10 the dissipa-
tion of kinetic energy is dominated by vertical shear,17,18and
the power-law behavior is similar as in the square-contai
experiment.

In order to investigate the influence of the unstratifi
layers above and beneath the interface in a two-layer st
fication, the experiment described above was repeated
linear stratification. For this purpose the container was fil
slowly from beneath using the so-called two-buck
method,23 thereby creating a linear increase of the dens
over a depth of 20 cm. The gradient of the stratification w
chosen such that the buoyancy frequencyN matched the
buoyancy frequency at the interface of the two-layer exp
ments described above (N'2.7 rad s21). The energy decay
of this experiment, plotted in Fig. 23~open symbols!, is not
significantly different from the decay observed in a two-lay
FIG. 20. Scatter plot ofv versusc corresponding to the vorticity plots shown in Fig. 19~circular container,L0'0!.
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FIG. 21. Vorticity contour plots of the late-time state
emerging in a numerical simulation of decaying 2D tu
bulence on a circular domain with no-slip bounda
conditions,L0'0 and Re5707, performed by Liet al.
~1997!. Dashed contours represent negative values
vorticity, and solid contours represent positive values
all
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stratification~same figures, filled symbols!. A similar com-
parison was made between two experiments with an initi
nonzero amount of angular momentum~see Sec. IV B!. Ap-
parently, the linearly stratified interface in the two-layer flu
is thick enough to shield the quasi-2D motions in the cen
of this interfacial layer from the~almost motionless! unstrati-
fied layers above and beneath the interface.

B. Conservation of angular momentum?

The spatial flow evolution appears to be quite differe
when the initial flow contains a finite~nonzero! amount of
net angular momentum. Figure 24 shows contour plots of
stream function of an experiment in which the forcing ro
were arranged in the grid in such a way that they induce
net angular momentumuL0u50.37. For comparison: A solid
body rotation of the same amount of fluid, with the sam
kinetic energy (E051.57), would have an angular mome
tum uLsbu52.22. The initial flow again contains a more
less homogeneous distribution of small-scale vortices, wh
organize into two large structures att'5. However, in con-
trast to the evolution in the previous experiment~Fig. 18!,
the initial flow field contains a net large-scale rotation sup

FIG. 22. Scatter plot ofv versusc corresponding to the vorticity plot shown
in Fig. 21~a!, obtained from a numerical simulation of decaying 2D turb
lence on a circular domain with no-slip boundary conditions,L0'0 and
Re5707 performed by Liet al. ~1997!.
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imposed on the small-scale vortices, which is clearly visi
in Fig. 24~a!. This large-scale rotation dominates the flo
evolution@Figs. 24~a!–24~d!# and finally, att'60, one large
monopolar vortex fills the domain completely. A similar co
figuration was found in all experiments with a net nonze
angular momentum in the initial flow.

In Fig. 25~a! some contours of the vorticity field ar
plotted for the quasi-stationary final state~a monopolar vor-
tex! from the sequence shown in Fig. 24. The correspond
scatter plot ofv versusc is drawn in Fig. 25~b!. In this plot,
the leftmost points correspond to the region closest to
center of the vortex, whereas the right and upper points
respond to regions near the wall. Although the flow in th
experiment has attained a clear quasi-stationary state,
v-c-plot still contains a large amount of scatter, which
most probably due to a combination of experimental err
and viscous effects. Nevertheless, the vorticity andv-c-plots
shown in Fig. 25 show a good agreement with the late-ti
monopolar vortices emerging in the numerical simulatio
with finite L0 by LMJ. Furthermore, a similar configuratio
was observed by Flo´r16 in experiments on decaying grid

FIG. 23. Normalized kinetic energyE/E0 for the experiment shown in Fig
18 ~circular container,L0'0! performed in a two-layer stratification~filled
symbols! and for a similar experiment performed in a linear stratificati
~open symbols!.
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FIG. 24. Stream function contour plots of an expe
ment with uL0u50.37 in a circular container. Dashe
contours represent negative stream function values,
solid contours represent positive values. The conto
level increment is~a! and ~b! 0.02, ~c! and ~d! 0.01.
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generated turbulence in a stratified flow inside a circular c
tainer. In these experiments the initial angular moment
could not be controlled, since the forcing was perform
manually. The fact that Flo´r observed the formation of a
stationary monopole in all experiments in a circular co
Downloaded 22 Jan 2010 to 131.155.151.96. Redistribution subject to AI
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d
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tainer indicates that the manual forcing in these experime
most probably introduced a nonzero net angular momen
to the flow.

The role of the net angular momentum becomes e
more clear in Fig. 26, which shows the evolution of the n
our level

FIG. 25. ~a! Contours of vorticity and~b! scatter plot ofv versusc, both corresponding to the late-time state of the experiment shown in Fig. 24~circular
container,uL0u50.37! at t560. In ~a! dashed contours represent negative values of vorticity, and solid contours represent positive values. The cont
increment is 0.1.
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FIG. 26. ~a! The dimensionless net angular momentum plotted versus dimensionless time and~b! the normalized kinetic energy plotted logarithmically vers
dimensionless time, both for four different experiments in a circular container:L050, L0520.20,L0520.37, andL050.35.
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angular momentum@Fig. 26~a!# and the total kinetic energy
@Fig. 26~b!# during the first 30 eddy-turnover times of fou
experiments: One experiment withL0'0 ~that is, the experi-
ment shown in Fig. 18! and three experiments withL0Þ0
~L0520.20, L0520.37 andL050.35, respectively!. The
data points withL0520.37 correspond to the experime
shown in Fig. 24.~The experiment withL050.35 was per-
formed in a linear stratification withN'2.7 rad s21; the
other three are performed in a two-layer fluid withN
'2.7 rad s21 in the interfacial layer.! These plots clearly
show that, apart from some fluctuations during the first
eddy turnover times, the average magnitude of the ang
momentum decays much slower than the kinetic energy.
fluctuations in the angular momentum during the first
eddy turnover times are due to rapidly changing configu
tions of small-scale vortices, which are also observed in
merical simulations with no-slip boundaries on circular
square domains@cf. Fig. 7~b!#. Since the net angular momen
tum is not a rigorous constant of the motion in the prese
of viscosity@cf. Eq.~12!#, the slow decay of angular momen
tum is one of the most surprising results of experiments
simulations of decaying~quasi-!2D turbulence on a circula
domain with no-slip boundaries.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The self-organization of confined two-dimensional flow
depends strongly on the geometry of the domain and on
type of boundary condition. This conclusion is founded
numerical simulations11 and the laboratory experiments o
decaying ~quasi-!2D turbulence in different geometries a
described in this paper. Laboratory experiments of decay
stratified turbulence in square and circular containers con
the results of numerical simulations with no-slip bounda
conditions, in spite of the strong vertical shearing and
three-dimensional structure of the flow in the experimen
This observation implies that purely 2D numerical simu
tions provide a useful tool to investigate the self-organizat
of quasi-2D stratified flows in more detail.

The laboratory experiments in stably stratified flui
have revealed some fundamental differences in the de
Downloaded 22 Jan 2010 to 131.155.151.96. Redistribution subject to AI
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scenario of quasi-2D turbulence in square and circular c
tainers. In the square container, weak spin-up of the flow
observed in experiments in a weakly stratified fluid~with
buoyancy frequencyN'1.6 rad s21!, in which no net angu-
lar momentum was induced to the initial flow. This effect
observed to be more pronounced in numerical simulati
with higher Reynolds numbers~Re.2000!, but these values
of Re could not be obtained in the laboratory experime
due to strong vertical shearing between the different layer
the fluid, and due to the generation of internal waves.
experiments in which a finite amount of net angular mom
tum was introduced to the initial flow, the organization into
quasi-stationary monopolar structure occurs on a shorter
scale than in the experiments with zero initial angular m
mentum. The net angular momentum in these experime
decreases strongly during an initial transient stage of ab
five dimensionless time units. Thereafter, the angular m
mentum decays much more slowly than the total kinetic
ergy. These observations are in agreement with the resul
numerical simulations in containers with no-slip boundari
with Re51000 and a finite amount of net angular momentu
in the initial condition. In the circular case, the net angu
momentum contained in the initial flow field appears to be
better conserved global quantity than the total kinetic ene
and its absolute value has a remarkable influence on the
lution towards the ‘‘final’’ quasi-stationary state. When th
initial flow contains a finite~nonzero! amount of angular
momentum, the flow organizes rapidly towards a lar
domain-filling monopole. When no net angular momentum
contained in the initial flow, no clear quasi-stationary sta
emerges. Instead, dipolar and quadrupolar structures are
ing formed alternately. These results confirm the conclusi
by LMJ1,14,15concerning the numerically obtained decay sc
nario of 2D turbulence in a circular container with no-sl
boundaries.

An issue not discussed yet is an important difference
the decay scenarios of decaying 2D turbulence in square
in circular containers withL050. For square container
spontaneous spin-up has been observed and no spin-u
curs in the case of a circular container. The main reaso
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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the following: By ~numerically! analyzing the time rate o
change ofL @see Eq.~6!# it is found that the normal stres
contribution 1/rr]Dpr•ds is much larger than the shea
stress term 1/Rer]Dv(r•n̂)ds, and spontaneous spin-up
fully determined by the normal stress contribution. This co
tribution is, however, absent in the circular case (r•ds50)
and dL/dt is determined by the much weaker shear str
contribution which does not promote spontaneous spin-u
the flow.

Finally, we would like to stress that the experimen
observations confirm, at least in a qualitative sense, the
sults obtained by numerical simulations of decaying 2D t
bulence with no-slip boundaries in both circular and squ
domains. This conclusion is not obvious, since in literat
the results of laboratory experiments have often been c
pared with numerical simulations or theoretical approac
in which different boundary conditions~stress-free or
doubly-periodic! were used. Furthermore, the qualitati
agreement between laboratory experiments and 2D sim
tions indicates that large-scale processes in stably strat
fluids are indeed in good approximation 2D for the range
Reynolds numbers considered in the experiments, altho
the dissipation of kinetic energy is much stronger in the
periments due to vertical shear.
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APPENDIX: GRID CONFIGURATIONS

In this appendix the grid configurations used in the lab
ratory experiments are specified by means of
y-coordinates of the rods~in cm!, defined in Fig. 2. The ne
angular momentumL0 induced on the flow can be calculate
from thesey-coordinates by using Eq.~3!.

~i! Square container
Grid S1:~640, 638, 636, 634, 632, 622, 620, 618,

616, 614, 64, 62, 0!.
Grid S2: ~648, 646, 644, 642, 34,632, 630, 628,

222, 620, 219, 18,217, 16, 14,212, 210,
28, 66, 4, 2, 0!.

Grid S3: ~640, 38,636, 34,632, 622, 20,618, 16,
614, 64, 2!.

Grid S4:~640, 38, 36, 34, 32,231,622, 20, 18, 16, 14,
213, 64, 2!.

~ii ! Circular container
Grid C1: ~633, 631, 629, 627, 625, 617, 615, 613,

611, 63, 61!.
Grid C2: ~233, 631, 629, 627, 21,619, 18,217, 16,

215, 213, 11, 9, 7,65, 23, 21!.
Grid C3: ~232, 630, 628, 26, 223, 221, 219, 18,

217, 16, 14,212, 210, 28, 66, 4, 2!.
Grid C4: ~232, 630, 228, 26, 223, 221, 219, 18,

217, 14,212, 210, 28, 66, 2!.
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